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a b s t r a c t 

Sustained attention is a fundamental cognitive process that can be decoupled from distinct external events, and 

instead emerges from ongoing intrinsic large-scale network interdependencies fluctuating over seconds to minutes. 

Lapses of sustained attention are commonly associated with the subjective experience of mind wandering and task- 

unrelated thoughts. Little is known about how fluctuations in information processing underpin sustained attention, 

nor how mind wandering undermines this information processing. To overcome this, we used fMRI to investigate 

brain activity during subjects’ performance ( n = 29) of a cognitive task that was optimized to detect and isolate 

continuous fluctuations in both sustained attention (via motor responses) and task-unrelated thought (via subjective 

reports). We then investigated sustained attention with respect to global attributes of communication throughout the 

functional architecture, i.e., by the segregation and integration of information processing across large scale-networks. 

Further, we determined how task-unrelated thoughts related to these global information processing markers of sus- 

tained attention. The results show that optimal states of sustained attention favor both enhanced segregation and 

reduced integration of information processing in several task-related large-scale cortical systems with concurrent 

reduced segregation and enhanced integration in the auditory and sensorimotor systems. Higher degree of mind 

wandering was associated with losses of the favored segregation and integration of specific subsystems in our sus- 

tained attention model. Taken together, we demonstrate that intrinsic ongoing neural fluctuations are characterized 

by two converging communication modes throughout the global functional architecture, which give rise to optimal 

and suboptimal attention states. We discuss how these results might potentially serve as neural markers for clinically 

abnormal attention. 

Significance statement 

Most of our brain activity unfolds in an intrinsic manner, i.e., is unrelated to immediate external stimuli or tasks. Here 

we use a gradual continuous performance task to map this intrinsic brain activity to both fluctuations of sustained 

attention and mind wandering. We show that optimal sustained attention is associated with concurrent segregation 

and integration of information processing within many large-scale brain networks, while task-unrelated thought is 

related to sub-optimal information processing in specific subsystems of this sustained attention network model. These 

findings provide a novel information processing framework for investigating the neural basis of sustained attention, 

by mapping attentional fluctuations to genuinely global features of intra-brain communication. 
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. Introduction 

Cognition arises from the interplay between short- and long-

ange communication throughout the brain, supported by a robust in-

rinsic network architecture typically measured during wakeful rest

 Smith et al., 2009 ). These intrinsic network interdependencies fluctuate

n an ongoing manner over seconds and minutes and are not locked to

mmediate sensory input ( Coste et al., 2011; Sadaghiani and D’Esposito,

015 ). One fundamental cognitive function that per definition is self-

mergent and not bound to task structure is sustained attention, the abil-

ty to maintain attention over prolonged periods of time ( Esterman and

othlein, 2019; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015 ). Sustained attention varies

idely from moment to moment, and its associated behavioral fluctua-

ions are thought to be linked to fluctuations of this intrinsic network ar-

hitecture ( Esterman et al., 2013; Kucyi et al., 2018 ). Mind wandering,

ften referred to as stimulus-independent and task-unrelated thought,

s a common correlate of sustained attention and accompanies atten-

ional lapses ( Smallwood and Schooler, 2006 ), as reflected in more vari-

ble behavior or erroneous responses during sustained attention tasks

 Bastian and Sackur, 2013 ), a Go/No-go task ( Stawarczyk et al., 2011 )

nd an executive-control task ( McVay and Kane, 2009 ). However, it is

nresolved how the neural signature of objective measures of sustained

ttention is affected by mind wandering ( Kucyi et al., 2016 ). 

Sustained attention is not reliant on a limited set of specific brain re-

ions but instead rather relies on the coordination of many large-scale

etworks ( Godwin et al., 2015; Posner and Rothbart, 2007; Sadaghi-

ni et al., 2015 ). With regard to mind wandering, on the one hand it is

requently linked to the default mode network (DMN): state mind wan-

ering has been linked to the default mode network ( Andrews-Hanna

t al., 2010; Christoff et al., 2009; Mittner et al., 2014; Stawarczyk et al.,

011 ), while trait mind wandering is related to connectivity between the

MN and fronto-parietal control network as well as also to connectivity

ithin the DMN ( Godwin et al., 2017; Golchert et al., 2017; Kucyi and

avis, 2014; O’Callaghan et al., 2019 ). However, there is work arguing

hat task unrelated thought is related to activation in regions adjacent

o unimodal sensorimotor cortex ( Sormaz et al., 2018 ). With regard to

bjective measures of sustained attention, several attempts have linked

ustained attention to patterns of whole-brain node-to-node connectivity

 Castellanos and Proal, 2012; Rosenberg et al., 2016 ). However, rather

han reveal a genuinely global attribute of brain communication, these

tudies capitalize on machine learning and selection of predictive con-

ections, agnostic to their implications for information processing. 

Global attributes of intra-brain communication have been less com-

only investigated with regard to sustained attention. These attributes

re generally mapped with graph theoretical approaches, e.g., by means

f global efficiency ( Stanley et al., 2015 ) or graph spectral entropy ( Sato

t al., 2013 ). An alternative and prominent approach is to map informa-

ion processing as the degree of connectivity within tight-knit communi-

ies, often measured with the within-module degree 𝑧 -score ( Fortunato,

010; Newman, 2006 ) and the diversity of connectivity across those

ommunities, as sometimes measured by the participation coefficient.

hus, these measures are complementary, and a potentially ideal ap-

roach to map both global and local aspects of the intrinsic functional

rchitecture. While a variety of integration measures have been used

o investigate the network structure during cognitive tasks, the par-

icipation coefficient has become increasingly popular. However, few

tudies have investigated neural information processing with respect to

oth integration and segregation ( Cohen and D’Esposito, 2016; Shine

t al., 2016 ). While in the majority of cognitive tasks, higher integration

evels favor better performance ( Shine and Poldrack, 2018 ), vigilance

nd motor learning tasks have favored enhanced segregation ( Bassett

t al., 2015 and Shine et al., 2016 , respectively). In fact, Shine and

oldrack (2018) also stressed that some tasks may rely on higher seg-

egation, such as sustaining attention, and that the role of integra-

ion/segregation may vary across different aspects of attention, given

ts multiple facets (directed vs diffuse; endogenous vs exogenous; lo-
2 
al vs global; overt vs covert; visual vs corporeal; see Shine and Pol-

rack, 2018 ). Critically, research relating integration and segregation

o cognitive functions that are not bound to the task structure (i.e., vig-

lance, sustained attention or mind wandering) is quite limited. One

tudy found attentional lapses to be related to reduced segregation of

he DMN and visual network, which was interpreted as favored encap-

ulation from other networks ( Sadaghiani et al., 2015 ). 

To conceptually advance our understanding of how sustained atten-

ion is linked to these global attributes of intra-brain communication,

nd thus modes of information processing, we utilize a unique gradual

nset continuous performance task developed to map ongoing intrin-

ic fluctuations of sustained attention and mind wandering during fMRI

 Esterman et al., 2013; 2014; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015; 2018; Kucyi

t al., 2016 ). Subjects had to constantly respond to frequent targets and

ithhold response for rare targets while stimuli slowly transitioned. This

ay, stimulus-evoked effects were kept minimal and created a constant

background) state of readiness. 

This design enabled us to investigate how fluctuations of sus-

ained attention relate to fluctuations of two brain information pro-

essing modes: segregation , defined as the degree of within-community

unctional connectivity, and integration , defined as the diversity of

ross-community functional connectivity. Our findings suggest that

apping these information processing modes via large-scale intrin-

ic network interdependencies can provide novel insights into how

hey underpin both fluctuations of sustained attention and mind

andering. 

. Material and methods 

.1. Participants 

Twenty-nine healthy, right-handed adults (13 males, 16 females;

ean age = 26 . 7 ± 3 . 9 ) provided written informed consent for proce-

ures, which was approved by the Partners Human Research Institu-

ional Review Board. The gradCPT was presented with nine self-paced

hought-probes in each of four fMRI runs, using a 3T Siemens CONNEC-

OM scanner with 64-channel head coil. These data were published in

 previous manuscript ( Kucyi et al., 2016 ) using completely orthogo-

al set of preprocessing, analyses and research aims. Additional study

etails can be found in ( Kucyi et al., 2016 ). 

.2. Preprocessing 

We performed preprocessing of the fMRI data using FM-

IPREP version 1.3.0 ( Esteban et al., 2019 ). Preprocessing steps

ncluded realignment, co-registration, segmentation of T1-weighted

tructural images, normalization to Montreal Neurological Insti-

ute (MNI) space. Many internal operations of FMRIPREP use

ilearn ( Abraham et al., 2014 ), principally within the BOLD-

rocessing workflow. For more details about the pipeline see

ttps://fmriprep.readthedocs.io/en/latest/workflows.html . The BOLD

ignal time courses were extracted with spatial smoothing using an

sotropic Gaussian kernel of 5 mm full-width at half-maximum from 264

OIs. To remove several sources of spurious variance, we used linear re-

ression with 9 regression parameters, including six motion parameters,

verage signals over the whole brain, white matter, and cerebrospinal

uid. We finally applied a high-pass (0.01 Hz cutoff) temporal filter to

emove intrinsic scanner-related low frequency signal drift. The soft-

are nilearn/scikit-learn in Python ( Abraham et al., 2014 ) was used

or denoising. For the analysis of connectivity matrices, region of in-

erests (ROIs) were delineated according to a 264-node gray matter at-

as ( Power et al., 2011 ). The 264 ROIs were defined as 4-mm spheres

round the center coordinates that were determined in the previous

tudies ( Power et al., 2011 ). 

https://fmriprep.readthedocs.io/en/latest/workflows.html
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of task design 

and time-resolved graph construction. (a) Task 

paradigm. Subjects were instructed to respond 

to frequent gradually transforming city scenes. 

At unpredictable long intervals, rare targets 

(mountain scenes) required response inhibi- 

tion. Every 44–60s, a self-paced thought-probe 

(bottom) is displayed instructing subjects to 

evaluate the degree of task focus just before 

appearance of the thought-probe on a contin- 

uous scale (100 for “only task ” and 0 for “only 

else ”). (b) Node parcellations were based on 

an atlas by Power et al. (2011) comprising cor- 

tical, subcortical and cerebellar regions (264 

regions in total). Community detection was 

performed for every pre-thought probe seg- 

ment (40s) across all 36 task blocks separately. 

Node metrics were derived based on all possi- 

ble partitions that were constructed for each 

block separately. 
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.3. Task paradigm 

We utilized a well-validated sustained attention task ( Esterman et al.,

013; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015; 2018; Kucyi et al., 2016 ) with a gradu-

lly changing background state that maps attentional readiness for rare

argets by monitoring both steady motor responses and subjective re-

orts via intermittent thought probes ( ∼ every 44–60 s): as shown in

ig. 1 a, gradually transforming city scenes (frequent, ∼90%) and moun-

ain scenes (rare; ∼10%) were presented across four runs ( ∼9 min each),

hile subjects were instructed to respond to frequent city scenes and

ithhold response to rare mountain scenes. Transient task-evoked in-

uences were kept minimal due to varying long intervals between tar-

ets while creating a continuous background state with slow gradual

ransitions (vs. abrupt onsets) between scenes. The constant motor re-

i  

3 
ponse enabled us to map ongoing attentional fluctuations via behav-

or variability, previously shown to be related to optimal (in the zone)

nd suboptimal (out of the zone) states of sustained attention ( Esterman

t al., 2013; 2014 ). Further, we used an experience sampling approach

ith intermittent thought probes assessing subjective states of mind

andering, previously shown to uniquely associate with brain activ-

ty above and beyond task performance ( Kucyi et al., 2016 ). Each of

he four runs was interrupted 9 times every 44–60s by the thought

robes. 

.4. Graph construction 

We use a graph analytic approach to describe information process-

ng throughout the functional connectome. A graph  is defined by set
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f nodes  , connected by edges  . Nodes represent the brain regions

efined by a brain parcellation and the edges represent the connection

etween those nodes. 

Each edge 𝑒 𝑖𝑗 defines the functional connectivity between nodes 𝑖

nd 𝑗, based on the Pearson correlation of the BOLD time series. The

earson correlation coefficients are Fisher 𝑧 -transformed, and all sub-

equent graph analyses were performed on the resulting 36 signed, un-

hresholded adjacency matrices 𝐴 𝑇 for each individual subject, after re-

oving negative edges. This is calculated individually for each subject

nd at each time 𝑇 defined by the 36 pre-thought probe blocks. These

robes are of variable length (44–60 s), thus our analyses use the 40s

nterval before each probe, resulting in 1044 pre-thought probe blocks

or all subjects ( n = 29). Nodes are defined using the parcellations of the

ower atlas ( Power et al., 2011 ), which describes 264 distinct brain re-

ions that have high homogeneity and do not share physical boundaries.

hese specific qualities avoid overestimating the local connectivities be-

ween brain regions. The Power atlas is one of few atlases that is defined

ased both on functional connectivity and studies of task activations,

hich is especially important for our present analyses. Further, this at-

as includes cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar regions. It accurately

ssigns nodes into communities observed with other approaches (e.g.,

t the voxel level), and these communities have been widely used ( Cole

t al., 2013; Gu et al., 2015; Power et al., 2011; 2013 ). 

.4.1. Time-resolved community structure assignment 

We performed a community detection based on the Louvain algo-

ithm ( Blondel et al., 2008 ) implemented in the Brain Connectivity Tool-

ox ( Rubinov et al., 2009 ). A modularity statistic 𝑄 is iteratively max-

mized for different community assignments until 𝑄 reaches its possi-

le maximum. In this respect, the modularity estimate 𝑄 represents a

easure for the extent to which a graph can be subdivided into com-

unity structures that display stronger within-community connectivity

han cross-community connectivity. 

 𝑡 = 

1 
𝑑 + 

∑
𝑖𝑗 

(
𝑤 

+ 
𝑖𝑗 
− 𝑒 + 

𝑖𝑗 

)
𝛿𝑀 𝑖 𝑀 𝑗 

− 

1 
𝑑 + + 𝑑 − 

∑
𝑖𝑗 

(
𝑤 

− 
𝑖𝑗 
− 𝑒 − 

𝑖𝑗 

)
𝛿𝑀 𝑖 𝑀 𝑗 

(1)

Eq. (1) shows the Louvain modularity algorithm, where 𝑑 is the total

eight of the network (sum of all connections), 𝑤 𝑖𝑗 is the weighted and

igned connection between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑒 𝑖𝑗 is the strength of a con-

ection divided by the total weight of the network, and 𝛿𝑀 𝑖 𝑀 𝑗 
is set to

 when regions are in the same community and 0 when they are not in

he same community. The super-scripts + and - denote all positive and

egative connections, respectively. The Louvain algorithm was applied

00 times on the same adjacency matrix and across 60 different spa-

ial resolution levels 𝛾 which we implemented using 0 . 1 < 𝛾 ≥ 6 in steps

izes of 0.1, with the final partition decided based on the consensus par-

ition algorithm, with the highest agreement by the mutual information

riterion. 

.4.2. Integration 

After assigning nodes to communities as described in the above sec-

ion, we calculated the participation coefficient 𝐵 𝑇 ( Guimera and Ama-

al, 2005 ) for each node 𝑖 as a measure of the integration of information

rocessing: 

 𝑖𝑇 = 1 − 

𝑁 𝑀 ∑
𝑠 =1 

( 

𝐾 𝑖 𝑠𝑇 

𝐾 𝑖𝑇 

) 2 

. (2)

 𝑖 𝑠𝑇 
is the degree of the positive connections of region 𝑖 to regions within

ts community 𝑠 at time 𝑇 , 𝐾 𝑖𝑇 is the degree of all positive connections

f region 𝑖 at time 𝑇 , and 𝑁 𝑀 

is the total number of communities. 

Intuitively, the participation coefficient 𝐵 𝑇 measures the distribution

f edges of a node among the communities of a graph. A node’s partic-

pation coefficient maximally approaches 1 if the sum of edge weights

o each community are equally distributed. 
4 
.4.3. Segregation 

To model the segregation of information processing, we use the

trength of within module connectivity, as defined by the module-degree

 -score 𝑊 𝑇 ( Guimera and Amaral, 2005 ), where for each node 𝑖 : 

 𝑖𝑇 = 

𝐾 𝑖𝑇 − �̄� 𝑠 𝑖𝑇 

𝜎( 𝐾 𝑠 𝑖𝑇 
) 

, (3)

here �̄� 𝑖𝑇 is the degree of connections of region 𝑖 to other regions in

ts module, 𝑠 𝑖 , at time 𝑇 , 𝐾 𝑆 𝑖𝑇 
is the average of k across all nodes in 𝑠 𝑖 

nd 𝜎( 𝐾 𝑆 𝑖𝑇 
) is the standard deviation of 𝑘 in 𝑠 𝑖 at time 𝑇 . Intuitively, the

ithin module degree 𝑧 -score 𝑊 𝑇 measures the strength of connections

 node i has to other nodes within its community relative to other nodes

n their community. 

.4.4. Time-varying partitions 

Thompson et al. (2020) showed that the mapping of nodal properties

e.g., segregation or integration) can lead to misleading results, when

ot taking into account the temporal fluctuations of communities. To

ddress this issue, we computed our nodal properties as the mean across

ll possible community partitions across all time points (i.e., 36 pre-

hought probe blocks, each lasting 40 s/37 volumes). 

.4.5. Behavioral predictors 

Optimality of sustained attention was operationalized as reaction

ime variability, derived from the latency of correct responses to the fre-

uent city scenes. Error responses (i.e., to rare mountain scenes) were

xcluded from this analysis. Reaction time variability is a widely estab-

ished marker of sustained attention, and has also been used in gradual

ontinuous performance tasks ( Esterman et al., 2013; Fortenbaugh et al.,

015; 2018; Kucyi et al., 2016 ). The degree of mind wandering was

perationalized by self-reports during task-intermittent thought probes,

here subjects had to rate the degree to which their focus was on task or

n something else on a scale between 1-100 (see Section 3.3 ). Thought

robes of this kind have been widely used to assess mind wandering

 Christoff et al., 2009; Kucyi et al., 2016; Stawarczyk et al., 2011 ). 

.4.6. Statistical analysis 

Linear mixed-effects (LME) regression ( Baayen et al., 2008 ) mod-

ls were used to predict measures of global brain-connectivity based

n behavioral markers of sustained attention. Specifically, we fit two

eparate linear mixed effects models (model I and II; see Table A2), pre-

icting one of two dimensions of information processing: integration

 𝐵 𝑇 ; model I) and segregation ( 𝑊 𝑇 ; model II). The model’s dependent

ariables (integration and segregation) are based on all 36 pre-thought

robe blocks, derived on a subject level, resulting in 1044 pre-thought

robe blocks in total. By using subject assignment as a random intercept,

nter-individual differences in integration and segregation were taken

nto account. We followed a step-wise approach, including a predictor

f it significantly improved the model fit ( 𝑝 < . 05 ), using an ANOVA on

he log-likelihood ratio of the two models. For interactions, the main

ffects were kept in the model following the principle of marginality.

tatistical analysis was performed using the lme4 package ( Bates et al.,

014 ) in R . As possible predictors, we used the putative assignment of

odes to higher-order systems (i.e., canonical networks comprised of

ultiple nodes) provided by the Power atlas ( Power et al., 2011 ). All

ehavioral variables were centered within subjects and the dependent

ariables (segregation and integration, respectively) were referenced to

he grand mean, i.e. the mean of segregation or integration across all

64 nodes. 

As a behavior predictor, we used the standard deviation of reaction

imes (RT-SD) for each pre-though probe block. This measures behav-

oral variability, which is a widely established marker of sustained atten-

ion ( Esterman et al., 2013; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015; 2018; Kucyi et al.,

016 ). We refer to these two models as sustained attention models. In

ubsequent analyses, we investigated whether the two sustained atten-

ion models were improved by the inclusion of degree of task-unrelated
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hought (mind wandering) as a predictor, since the degree of mind wan-

ering is known to be a contributor to sustained attention ( Barkley,

997; Kucyi et al., 2016 ). We further investigated head motion as a pos-

ible confound (see Sections 4.5 ). The final models predicting integra-

ion or segregation respectively included a 2-way interaction between

ehavioral variability (RT-SD) and network assignment (Table A1). Fur-

her, degree of mind wandering significantly interacted with behavioral

ariability and network assignment resulting in a 3-way interaction be-

ween, RT-SD, degree of mind wandering and network assignment (Ta-

le A2). 

Confidence intervals were bootstrapped with 1000 iterations and 𝑝 -

alues were computed via Wald-statistics approximation (treating 𝑡 as

ald 𝑧 ). While we report 𝑝 -values, note that significance testing and the

nterpretability of resulting 𝑝 -values is highly debated in mixed-effects

odeling (for discussion see Baayen et al., 2008 ). Previous work has

uggested that correction for multiple comparisons is not mandatory

ithin mixed-effects modeling ( Gelman et al., 2012 ), however we report

 -values with and without correction for multiple comparisons. Correc-

ions for multiple testing were performed with the false discovery rate

FDR) procedure for 11 hypotheses (11 networks) ( Benjamini and Yeku-

ieli, 2001 ). 

.4.7. Rich/diverse hubs of sustained attention 

Rich hubs of optimal attention refer to nodes that exhibit high

ithin-network connectivity (segregation) with optimal attention, and

iverse hubs of optimal attention refer to nodes exhibiting high

etween-network connectivity (integration) with optimal attention. Di-

erse and rich hubs of sustained attention were based on a cutoff of our

stimates of the interaction term between node assignment and reaction

ime variability (positive and negative association) of a linear mixed

ffects model predicting the node integration 𝐵 𝑇 or node segregation

 𝑇 . We determined knee points as cut-offs where the sorted estimates

howed a steep increase and steep decrease. The knee point function in

atlab operates by walking along the curve by one bisection point at a

ime. It fits two lines, one to all the points to left of the bisection point

nd one to all the points to the right of the bisection point. Finally, the

nee point is judged to be at a bisection point which minimizes the sum

f errors for the two fits. 

. Results 

We utilized a well-validated sustained attention task ( Esterman et al.,

013; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015; 2018; Kucyi et al., 2016 ) creating a

ackground state to map both sustained attention and task-unrelated

houghts to two global information processing modes- segregation and

ntegration- using graph analyitic tools. 

.1. Task performance 

During gradCPT, fluctuating levels of reaction time (RT) variability

re a marker of attentional state ( Esterman et al., 2013; 2014; Forten-

augh et al., 2018 ). As is commonly observed, subjects with higher RT

ariability had higher rates of attentional lapses, or errors to rare moun-

ain targets ( 𝑟 = . 69 , 𝑝 < . 001 ). As observed previously, subjects with

igher mean off-task rating across all thought-probes had higher reac-

ion time (RT) variability ( 𝑟 = 0 . 58 , 𝑝 < . 001 ) and attention lapse (error)

ate ( 𝑟 = . 36 , 𝑝 = . 058 ), but not differential mean RT ( 𝑟 = . 11 , 𝑝 = 0 . 58 ;
ee Fig. A1). Of particular relevance to the current study, on a within-

ubject level, the degree of mind wandering was positively related to

ehavioral variability ( 𝑅 = . 16 ) and this effect was significantly differ-

nt from zero based on a one sample t-test (T 28 , 𝑝 = . 003 ; see Fig. A3), as

hown previously in this data set ( Kucyi et al., 2016 ). This suggests that

ithin individuals, behavioral variability was modestly coupled with

egree of mind wandering. Together these findings suggest that RT vari-

bility is an objective marker of attentional state, and further that mind

andering contributes to suboptimal sustained attention. 
5 
.2. Graph analysis 

In order to determine how fluctuations in sustained attention relate

o fluctuations of the intrinsic functional architecture, we isolated time

eries segments of 40 seconds preceding each thought probe (from here

n called block), resulting in a total of 36 blocks per subject (4 runs

ith 9 blocks each). For each block and subject separately, we then

sed graph theoretical analysis to identify the community structure of

he brain connectome ( Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 ). Next, we determined

) the diversity of the distribution of every brain region’s connections,

r integration between these communities quantified by the participa-

ion coefficient ( 𝐵 𝑇 ) and b) the degree of connections within each of

he communities, or segregation quantified by the modularity degree

 𝑊 𝑇 ; Guimera and Amaral, 2005 ); see Fig. 1 and Materials and Meth-

ds). Integration and segregation were moderately correlated within

ubjects (mean 𝑅 = −0 . 43 ) and this effect was significantly different

rom zero (one sample t-test; T 28 , 𝑝 < . 001 ; Fig A2). There was only a

eak between-subjects correlation between integration and segregation

 𝑅 = −0 . 06 ) respectively. The results suggest that integration and segre-

ation convey non-redundant information, although they are related to

ach other. 

.3. Sustained attention network model 

First, we investigated if the segregated and integrated information

rocessing modes within large-scale networks across the whole-brain

onnectome varied with fluctuations of sustained attention. There was

 significant interaction between network assignment and reaction time

ariability for both models predicting the integration ( 𝐵 𝑇 ) and segrega-

ion ( 𝑊 𝑇 ) of information processing, respectively (Table A1 and Fig. 2 ).

All networks that showed a significant interaction with attention in

he model predicting integration ( 𝐵 𝑇 ; Fig. 2 a and Table A1) respectively,

howed the opposing directionality in the model predicting segregation

 𝑊 𝑇 ; Fig. 2 b). Specifically, with reduced RT variability (optimal atten-

ion), networks exhibited enhanced integration and reduced segrega-

ion in the auditory ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = − . 09 ; 95% CI: [− . 13 , − . 06] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 <

 001 ; 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= . 26 ; 95% CI: [ . 23 , . 29] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ) and sensorimo-

or networks ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = − . 09 ; 95% CI: [− . 12 , − . 07] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ;
𝑊 𝑇 

= . 18 ; 95% CI: [ . 16 , . 20] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ; see Figure 2 a). 

Conversely, optimal attention was reflected in concurrently reduced

ntegration and enhanced segregation in the salience ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = . 06 ; 95%

I: [ . 02 , . 10] , 𝑝 = . 001 ;, 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 002 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= − . 07 , 95% CI: [− . 10 , − . 04] ,

 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ), cingulo-opercular ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = . 13 , 95% CI: [ . 09 , . 16] ,
 < . 001 ;, 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 

= − . 13 , 95% CI: [− . 16 , − . 10] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 <

 001 ), dorsal attention ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = . 17 ; 95% CI: [ . 13 , . 20] , 𝑝 < . 001 ;, 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 <

 001 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= − . 17 , 95% CI: [− . 20 − . 14] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ), and vi-

ual networks ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = . 07 ; 95% CI: [ . 03 , . 10] , 𝑝 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 001 ; 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
=

 . 05 , 95% CI: [− . 08 , − . 02] , 𝑝 = . 002 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 002 ; see Fig. 2 b). 

Additional networks showed an interaction between segregation of

nformation processing and attentional state. Specifically, optimal at-

ention predicted lower segregation in the subcortical and ventral at-

ention networks (subcortical: 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= . 07 , 95% CI: [ . 04 , . 10] , 𝑝 < . 001 ,

 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ; ventral attention: 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= . 06 , 95% CI: [ . 03 , . 09] , 𝑝 < . 001 ,

 𝐹𝐷𝑅 < . 001 ). 
Overall, these findings indicate that optimal sustained attention

rises from reduced network cross-talk (integration) and greater within-

etwork communication (segregation) in task-relevant networks, in-

luding salience, cingulo-opercular, dorsal attention, and visual. In con-

rast, optimal attention predicted greater network cross-talk (integra-

ion) and reduced within-network communication (segregation) in au-

itory and sensorimotor networks. Additionally, the results indicate

hat both communication modes are inversely related to each other,

uch that networks exhibiting higher/lower integration inversely show

ower/higher segregation varying with sustained attention. While both

nformation processing modes converge with respect to many putative

ystems, the segregated mode of information processing extends to ad-
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Fig. 2. Sustained attention network (SAN) model based on two modes of information processing across the whole-brain connectome, the diversity of cross-community 

connectivity ( 𝐵 𝑇 ) and degree of within-community connectivity ( 𝑊 𝑇 ). (a) and (b) display the interaction effect of RT variability (dichotomized into optimal and sub- 

optimal sustained attention, corresponding to low and high variability, respectively) and network assignment for a linear mixed effects model predicting 𝐵 𝑇 and 𝑊 𝑇 . 

The dichotomization of RT variability (performed using a median split) was only for visualization purposes, whereas the original models used a continuous variable. 

(c) and (d) display the interaction effect of RT variability, degree of mind wandering, and network assignment for a linear mixed effects model predicting 𝐵 𝑇 and 𝑊 𝑇 , 

respectively. (e) Brain maps showing nodes that exhibit over-proportionally enhanced integration (green; here called diverse hubs of sustained attention) and nodes 

that exhibit over-proportionally enhanced segregation (purple; here called rich hubs of sustained attention). Significance levels: ∗ 𝑝 < . 05 , ∗∗ 𝑝 < . 01 , ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < . 001 . 
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itional systems, not apparent for the integrated mode of information

rocessing, including the subcortical and ventral attention networks. 

.4. Contribution of mind wandering on SAN model 

Now that we established our global SAN model with an objec-

ive measure of sustained attention, we investigated how this neu-

al signature of sustained attention is further explained by self-reports

f mind wandering, one of many contributors to sustained attention

 Esterman and Rothlein, 2019 ). In line with previous research, we used

ntermittent thought probes asking subjects to rate on a continuous scale

etween 0 and 100 the degree of their on-task focus ( “To what degree

as your focus on the task or on something else? ”). The degree of mind

andering significantly interacted with reaction time variability and

etwork assignment of nodes, both within our integration ( 𝐵 𝑇 ) and seg-

egation ( 𝑊 𝑇 ) models. Specifically, in our integration model, only the

isual system interacted significantly with RT variability and mind wan-

ering, in that the favored reductions of integration levels associated

ith optimal sustained attention were lost with higher mind wander-

ng and preserved with lower mind wandering ( 𝛽𝐵 𝑇 = − . 034 , 95% CI:

−0 . 08 , − . 00] , 𝑝 = . 034 , 𝑝 = . 377 ; see Fig. 2 c). In other words, when
𝐹𝐷𝑅 

6 
ptimal performance accompanied greater mind wandering, reduced vi-

ual network integration was not observed. 

In our segregation model the subcortical network lost its favored

egregation mode (lower segregation with optimal attention) when de-

ree of mind wandering was high ( 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= − . 05 , 95% CI: [−0 . 08 , − . 02] ,

 < . 001 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 𝑝 = . 001 ; see Fig. 2 d). Similarly, auditory and sensorimo-

or networks reduced their favored segregation mode when mind wan-

ering was high (auditory: 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= − . 03 , 95% CI: [− . 06 , − . 00] , 𝑝 = . 046 ,

 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 072 ; sensorimotor: 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= − . 03 , 95% CI: [− . 05 , − . 01] , 𝑝 = . 005 ,

 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 010 ; see Fig. 2 d). Additionally, the default mode network, which

id not interact with optimal attention alone, showed a significant in-

eraction with reaction time variability and mind wandering in that at

ow levels of mind wandering, optimal attention predicted higher segre-

ation (akin to task-related networks), but at high levels of mind wan-

ering this relationship was absent 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= . 04 ; 95% CI: [ . 01 , . 07] , 𝑝 = . 01 ,

 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 019 ; Fig. 2 d). Similarly, the fronto-parietal network showed a

ignificant interaction with reaction time variability and mind wander-

ng, in that at low levels of mind wandering, optimal attention predicted

igher segregation (akin to task-related networks), but at high levels

f mind wandering this pattern reversed ( 𝛽𝑊 𝑇 
= . 04 ; 95% CI: [ . 01 , . 07] ,

 = . 015 , 𝑝 𝐹𝐷𝑅 = . 025 ; see Fig. 2 d). Thus, when optimal performance ac-
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ompanied greater mind wandering, the favored pattern of segregation

cross a number of networks was muted or even reversed. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that mind wandering drew

n only a subset of systems within our SAN model, and higher mind

andering generally undermined their favored integration or segrega-

ion mode during optimal sustained attention. Thus, these information

rocessing markers of optimal sustained attention were strongest when

bjective and subjective measures converged, albeit only in select net-

orks. Similar patterns were observed using an alternative parcellation

 Schaefer et al., 2018 ), particularly with regard to segregation (see Sup-

lementary Fig. A4). 

.5. Head motion 

Head motion can be a significant confound in graph analyses ( Power

t al., 2014; Siegel et al., 2017 ). In the present study, frame-wise dis-

lacement was relatively low ( 0 . 1 𝑚𝑚 ± . 03 𝑚𝑚 ). To investigate, if our

esults were possibly confounded with head motion, we constructed

 mixed-effects model predicting integration or segregation separately

ith the inclusion of frame-wise displacement as a predictor for each in-

ividual block for each subject separately. We included subject assign-

ent as a random intercept, thereby taking into account inter-subject

ariability. There was no significant effect for framewise displacement

either for segregation ( 𝑝 = . 5549 ) nor integration ( 𝑝 = . 5465 ). We fur-

her investigated if head motion would interact with fluctuations of

ttention. To test this, we investigated if frame-wise displacement for

ach single block would interact with reaction time variability. For the

odels predicting segregation or integration, there was no significant

ffect for framewise displacement (segregation: 𝑝 = . 7667 , integration:

 = . 0705 ). We repeated the same analysis with degree of mind wan-

ering and found no significant impact on the model fit (segregation:

 = . 6011 , integration: 𝑝 = . 5209 ). 

.6. Rich and diverse hubs of sustained attention 

Lastly, we sought to isolate nodes that were sensitive to fluctua-

ions of sustained attention with respect to these two modes of infor-

ation processing. To this aim, we constructed our models at the node

evel and used a ranked cutoff metric (see Section 3.4.7 ). Nodes that

xhibited concurrently higher segregation and lower integration with

ptimal sustained attention (here called rich hubs of sustained atten-

ion) were predominantly located in 1) the left-hemispheric superior

nd inferior frontal lobe belonging to the default mode and cingulo-

percular network, 2) bilateral supplementary motor nodes within the

ingulo-opercular and salience networks, 3) sensorimotor nodes within

ostcentral areas, and 4) the bilateral calcarine in the visual network

see Fig. 2 e and table Table A3). Nodes that exhibited concurrently

igher integration and lower segregation with optimal sustained atten-

ion (here called diverse hubs of sustained attention) were predomi-

antly located in bilateral para/post-central regions within the senso-

imotor network, and within the rolandic operculum and temporal re-

ions belonging to the auditory network (see Fig. 2 e and Table A4).

verall, these findings are consistent with our network SAN model, that

ptimal sustained attention arises from reduced network cross-talk (in-

egration) and greater within-network communication (segregation) in

ich hubs predominantly in task-relevant networks. Additionally, opti-

al sustained attention significantly predicted increased network cross-

alk (integration) and reduced within-network communication (segrega-

ion) in diverse hubs predominantly in auditory and sensorimotor net-

orks. 

. Discussion 

In this study we investigated how sustained attention and mind wan-

ering - two cognitive entities that per definition can be self-emergent

nd not bound to task structure – relate to ongoing fluctuations of
7 
he intrinsic functional architecture. We formulate a sustained atten-

ion network (SAN) model derived from genuinely global attributes of

rain communication, i.e., the segregation and integration of informa-

ion processing throughout large-scale networks ( Guimera and Amaral,

005; Newman, 2006 ). Specifically, we show that optimal periods of

ustained attention, defined objectively via task performance, were as-

ociated with increased segregation and decreased integration in sev-

ral task-relevant regions alongside increased integration and decreased

egregation in sensorimotor regions. Subjective rating of mind wander-

ng was a moderator of several networks in this SAN model, such that

reater mind wandering weakened the optimal information processing

tate. 

.1. Sustained attention network model 

Our data show that intrinsic fluctuations of sustained attention were

nderpinned by both enhanced integration and reduced segregation of

nformation processing within auditory and sensorimotor systems, with

oncurrent reduced integration and increased segregation within the

alience, cingulo-opercular, dorsal attention and visual systems. These

atter networks are the most consistently activated by rare task events

uring gradCPT ( Esterman et al., 2013; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015; 2013;

ucyi et al., 2017 ), and their activity fluctuates with attentional states.

hus, our results indicate an optimal information processing mode for

hese networks, that may underlie their successful deployment when “in

he zone ” as well in successful inhibition to rare no-go targets. 

Until now, there has been no cohesive framework to describe how

hese two modes of brain-communication change as a function of cogni-

ion, as the majority of studies have focused on network segregation only

but see Bertolero et al., 2015; Crossley et al., 2013; Shine et al., 2016;

eo et al., 2015 ). There is some theoretic ( Dehaene et al., 1998 ) and

mpirical evidence suggesting that more complex tasks favor a more in-

egrated network architecture as opposed to less cognitively demanding

asks which exhibit a more segregated network organization ( Cohen and

’Esposito, 2016; Stevens et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2017 ). On the other

and, it has recently been suggested that complex tasks, when practiced,

avor greater segregation in task-related networks ( Finc et al., 2020 ),

hich may be akin to efficient performance during in the zone/low

ariability states ( Esterman et al., 2014 ). In an auditory detection task

esigned to map intrinsic fluctuations of vigilance ( Sadaghiani et al.,

015 ), attentional lapses were related to reductions of segregation of

he DMN and visual network, similar to our results. However, this is one

f the first studies to consider how fluctuations in sustained attention

nd mind wandering, cognitive processes unbound to task structure, are

inked to segregated and integrated organization of the connectome. 

In our SAN model, the strongest task-related network effects were

eflected in increased segregation and decreased integration of cingulo-

percular and dorsal attention networks with optimal sustained atten-

ion. There is a body of research suggesting that increased activity and

unctional connectivity within the cingulo-opercular network supports

nhanced tonic alertness ( Sadaghiani et al., 2015 ), the detection of rare

argets, and error related task-set reconfigurations ( Fortenbaugh et al.,

018 ) while increased activation and connectivity within the dorsal at-

ention network is thought to reflect selective goal-directed attention

 Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Fox et al., 2006; Sadaghiani et al., 2015 ).

s reflected in a number of fMRI studies, these attention processes play

ey roles in the current task since subjects had to maintain attention

nd alertness across longer periods of time, selectively deploy goal-

irected attention to rare targets, and reconfigure task set in response

o errors and suboptimal performance ( Esterman et al., 2014; 2017;

ortenbaugh et al., 2018 ). Specifically, fMRI during gradCPT has re-

ealed that fluctuations between optimal and suboptimal performance

e.g., in versus out of the zone) are associated with activity fluctua-

ions in cingulo-opercular, dorsal attention and default mode networks

 Esterman et al., 2016; 2013; 2014; Fortenbaugh et al., 2018; Kucyi

t al., 2018 ). Additionally, fMRI and electrophysiology suggest that anti-
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n  

i  
orrelations between these task-related systems and the default mode

etwork help support attention, especially with the dorsal attention net-

ork ( Rothlein et al., 2018 ). However there is some evidence suggest-

ng that greater activation within the default mode network supports

ptimal attention on the one hand, and mind wandering on the other

 Esterman et al., 2013; Fortenbaugh et al., 2015; Kucyi et al., 2016;

017; Weissman et al., 2006 ). 

Of note, nodes that exhibited the strongest concurrent segregation

nd lowest integration during optimal states of attention (rich hubs of

ustained attention) were located within the cingulo-opercular and de-

ault mode networks, in the frontal lobes. Previous research has sug-

ested that nodes within the frontal lobe play a central role during chal-

enging tasks that demand information manipulation and retention with

ntegration levels of these nodes across large-scale networks reflecting

network flexibility ” ( Braun et al., 2015; Stuss, 2006 ). Recent work has

hown that the degree of structural connections of the white matter fiber

racts from and to the superior frontal lobe play a central role in the

rain’s ease of state transitions (as measured by brain controllability;

amalabadi et al., 2020 ), lending further credit to this region’s role in en-

bling network flexibility. However, the preferred segregation of these

odes for optimal attention could reflect preferred stability, rather than

exibility, as well as suppression of possible inference of task-unrelated

nformation during this relatively monotonous task. 

On the other hand, the strongest network effects reflecting decreased

egregation and increased integration with optimal sustained attention

ccurred in sensorimotor and auditory networks. This was also reflected

n the diverse hubs of optimal sustained attention which predominantly

ell within these networks. In contrast, these networks are not critical

or optimal visual attention required to perform gradCPT. Overall, these

ystems may benefit from top-down control/suppression (via integra-

ion) and weaker within-network information processing, which could

e an indication of task-irrelevant processing ( Talsma et al., 2010; Zim-

er et al., 2010 ). Further research is needed to elucidate the association

etween these global measures of brain communication and activation

ithin, as well as functional connectivity between specific brain sys-

ems. 

.2. Association of SAN model with mind wandering 

Specific networks within and outside our SAN model showed further

nteractions with mind wandering, a subjective measure of attention

tate, known to impact sustained performance. In particular, several net-

orks showed reduced associations (integration or segregation) with ob-

ective markers of sustained attention when mind wandering was high.

pecifically, lower integration levels in the visual system were associ-

ted with optimal attention, however, this was diminished with higher

ind wandering, suggesting that visual system is sensitive to perturba-

ions from mind wandering. This hypothesis finds support from work

howing that higher fidelity of visual representations related to optimal

ustained attention ( Rothlein et al., 2018 ). Further, higher local central-

ty and network connectivity in visual regions were associated with task

erformance during a visual categorization task ( Ekman et al., 2012 ).

dditionally, higher perceptual processing disruptions, often referred to

s perceptual decoupling have been reported to relate to non-deliberate

ind wandering ( Seli et al., 2015 ). 

Similarly, the favored lower segregation mode with optimal atten-

ion in the subcortical network (lower and higher segregation with opti-

al attention respectively) was lost when mind wandering reports were

igh. Our finding that subcortical nodes lost their favored reductions of

egregation levels during mind wandering could indeed be initial evi-

ence for an overly automatic task processing mode, facilitating a non-

eliberate train of thought which eventually gives rise to mind wander-

ng. Previous research has highlighted the importance of subcortical re-

ions in mind wandering and their potential role in implementing auto-

atic constraints ( Christoff et al., 2016 ). Additionally, the default mode

etwork, which did not interact with optimal attention alone, showed
8 
ecreased segregation levels when mind wandering was high. Default

ode activation is associated with both optimal (in the zone) and sub-

ptimal (mind wandering) attention, cognitive measures that notably go

n opposite direction ( Esterman et al., 2013; Kucyi et al., 2016 ). While

verall, DMN exhibited higher segregation with optimal attention, akin

o task-related network effects, mind wandering eliminated this associ-

tion. This indicates that when the DMN is occupied with mind wan-

ering, its segregated state no longer reflects objective measures of sus-

ained attention (variability, or in/out of zone performance). Thus, this

nformation processing mode may help explain why DMN activity can

e both optimal and suboptimal ( Kucyi et al., 2016 ). Additionally, the

ronto-parietal network, which was not related to sustained attention in

ur SAN model, exhibited reduced levels of segregation with optimal

ttention when mind wandering was high, and increased segregation

ith optimal attention when mind wandering was low. This network

s commonly associated with mind wandering. A meta-analysis involv-

ng 24 functional neuroimaging studies of mind wandering reports a

o-activation of both executive and default mode networks. The fronto-

arietal network is thought to couple more with DMN during mind wan-

ering to select task-unrelated thoughts ( Fox et al., 2015 ). Interestingly,

hen mind wandering is low, the fronto-parietal network shows in-

reased optimality with greater segregation, like other task-related net-

orks. However, this reverses with high mind wandering, similar to the

attern observed in the DMN. In this respect, favorable anti-correlation

etween both systems during low mind wandering periods could poten-

ially be reflected in our “anti-segregation ” pattern exhibited by both

ystems in our model of optimal sustained attention. 

. Limitations 

It is unresolved to which degree the present results generalize to

ther tasks or scenarios. On the one hand, the lack of abrupt onsets in

he gradCPT, versus more typical abrupt paradigms, may have helped to

solate these intrinsic fluctuations, by reducing exogenous onset cues to

istinct trials, a major advantage of this task. In this respect, the present

ask is optimized to assess intrinsic, ”self-emergent ” fluctuations in at-

ention. Nonetheless, errors and idiosyncratic task/stimulus properties,

r fluctuations in (intrinsic) motivation could influence attention and

e note that while the task attempts to minimize these factors, we can-

ot fully rule them out. The present gradCPT task is interrupted every

45s instructing subjects to rate their current state of mind. In this re-

pect, subjects might be constantly in a monitoring mode throughout the

ask, which may have undermined the examination of intrinsic fluctua-

ions of attention. Generalization across alternative sustained attention

aradigms is needed. Further, this work faced the problem of limited

rior research examining attention fluctuations and fMRI measures of

egregation and integration, thus formulating a priori hypotheses was

ifficult. Additional research is needed to show how the present findings

re related to more traditional activation and connectome-based models

f sustained attention, as well as how these approaches can complement

ach other. This SAN model should be validated in other tasks and sub-

ects, as well as tested as predictors of individual and clinical differences

n sustained attention. The results should be replicated with larger sam-

le size. We chose the Power atlas ( Power et al., 2011 ) based on a priori

iteria (see Material and Methods). However, similar but not identical

esults were obtained with a different parcellation ( Schaefer et al., 2018 )

or the SAN models (see Supplementary Fig. A4 and Table A5). However,

he interaction effects with mind wandering did not reach significance

see Supplementary Fig. A4 and Table A6. In this regard, results our

esults should be replicated with a larger sample size than ours ( n = 29).

.1. Conclusion and future directions 

The present results could be relevant for clinical disorders with ab-

ormal sustained attention and elevated mind wandering frequency, i.e.,

n ADHD (( Barkley (1997) and Bozhilova et al. (2018) respectively). In
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act, it has been argued that sustained attention could serve as a global

ummary metric for a subject’s general attention abilities, given that

ustained attention involves a multi-faceted set of attentional functions,

uch as alertness, goal directed attention, enhancement of selected infor-

ation ( Coste et al., 2011 ) and inhibition of task-irrelevant information

 Chun et al., 2011 ). There is evidence that impairments of attention

n ADHD and healthy subjects are related to a variety of distributed

onnections between nodes or networks across the whole-brain connec-

ome ( Castellanos and Proal, 2012; Rosenberg et al., 2016 ). Instead of

apping node-to-node connectivity, our approach was to evaluate how

lobal attributes of brain communication, thought to reflect different

odes of information processing, underlies cognitive fluctuations. In

um, this work mapped two converging communication modes through-

ut the large-scale functional architecture to behavioral fluctuations in

ustained attention and task-unrelated thought. This study has the po-

ential to advance current neurocognitive models of attention and estab-

ishes a new methodological and theoretical approach to linking brain

nd behavior. 
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